Gelignite

Gelignite (/?d??l??na?t/), also known as blasting gelatin or simply jelly, is an explosive
material consisting of collodion-cotton (a type of nitrocellulose or gun cotton) dissolved in
either nitroglycerine or nitroglycol and mixed with wood pulp and saltpetre (sodium nitrate or
potassium nitrate). Is it not a fact that gelignite is coming freely across the border carried on
the person of individuals simply because there is no effective surveillance of the border?.
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Gelignite is fairly stable: it is mixed with kieselguhr -- a clay-like substance -- and has a gritty
texture. It can be dropped, knocked or thrown, and even burnt in small chunks for
disposal.With its bright colors and sweeping montages, “Gelignite” takes its cues from a
romantic melodrama as it dives into the tragic love story of.a type of dynamite in which the
nitrogelatine is absorbed in a base of wood pulp and potassium or sodium nitrate.. Also called
(informal): gelly (?d??l?) Word origin of 'gelignite' C from gel(atine) + Latin ignis fire +
-ite1.Historical Examples. A time came when the gun-cotton and gelignite got scarce, and a
powder explosive called ammonal had to be used. New Zealanders at.Drama Gelignite Poster.
Margaret and Peter come to Elizabeth with a request. With a royal scandal about to break in
the newspapers, the Queen Mother intervenes.Definition of gelignite - a high explosive made
from a gel of nitroglycerine and nitrocellulose in a base of wood pulp and sodium or potassium
nitrate, used.Samples of explosive found at a scene have often deteriorated and tend to be
small, unrepresentative and contaminated with material from the surroundings.Define gelignite
(noun) and get synonyms. What is gelignite (noun)? gelignite ( noun) meaning, pronunciation
and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Gelignite definition is - a dynamite in which the adsorbent
base is largely potassium nitrate or a similar nitrate usually with some wood pulp.When news
comes forth and has a reaction like dynamite.Define gelignite. gelignite synonyms, gelignite
pronunciation, gelignite translation, English dictionary definition of gelignite. n. An explosive
mixture composed of.a sensitive blasting explosive that is a mixture of nitroglycerin,
nitrocellulose, etc. also called gelatin dynamite. Origin of gelignite. gel(atin) + Classical
Latin.a type of dynamite in which the nitroglycerin is absorbed in a base of wood pulp and
sodium or potassium nitrate.The son of legendary Australian motorsport competitor 'Gelignite'
Jack Murray pays tribute to his late father in a new book, telling tales of.
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